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tion need not be close has been explained in connection with
transmission line design. In addition to that fact, however, it
will be remembered that if close regulation be not required, the
reactance and armature reaction of the alternator may be greater.
This tends to protect the machine under the heavy overloads and
short circuits, to which it is likely to be subjected in railway
service, by automatically lowering the voltage and thereby the
short circuit current of the armature. Alternators of high arma-
ture reaction also have the advantage of being able to keep in
synchronism with one another more readily than those of better
regulating qualities. This is another valuable feature in railway
power station operation.
With the turbo-alternator especially it is often impossible to
make this protective reactance as high as desirable. Two
methods are used to overcome this difficulty: One depends upon
the automatic relays to connect auxiliary reactances into the
feeder in case of overload or short circuit. The second and more
desirable method introduces permanent reactances, in the form
of coils of heavy cable wound upon non-magnetic corns, directly
into the leads between generator and bus bars. This method
has the advantage of protecting the generator against short
circuits in the step-up transformers. ah there are ordinarily no
automatic switches or circuit breakers between generators and
bus bars, these reactances form an excellent protection, particu-
larly for very large units where the energy which may bo supplied
to a short circuit is very great. Thene reactances and their
operation were described in detail by Measrn. Bchuehardt and
Schweitzer before the A. I. E. E. in 1911.
The regulation of an alternator, to which previous reference
has been made, is defined in the "Standardisation Rules" of
the A. I. E. E. as "the rise in voltage (when the specified load at
specified power factor is thrown off) expressed in per cent, of
normal rated load voltage." Although of less importances than
in the case of lighting service, the regulation should bo set forth
in the specifications.
Three methods of determining the regulation of alternators
are listed in the above rules for 1914.1 TheBc arc briefly Bum-
marized below in their order of merit.
1See Standardization Rules of A, L E- E.
August, 1914.
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